TWO LOVE-SONGS

By
OLEY SPEAKS

I
When June Days Come Again
Low in C  High in G

II
Her Rose
Low in C  High in G

50 cents each
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Her Rose

Jeanie Gallup Mottet

Moderately, in swinging rhythm

Rose-bud, you

Piano

mf

poco rit.

a tempo

touched her, You breathed with her breath and her sighs,

Fair rose, you kissed her,

fair rose, you kissed her. You bloomed in the light of her
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eyes. 
Sweet rose, you

a tempo poco rit. a tempo

loved her, You seemed of her self just a part;

Dear rose, you're mine now; dear rose, you're mine now. You've

mf colt's voice
brought me the warmth of her heart.

Dear rose,
dear rose,
You've brought me the warmth of her heart.
There lies the warmth of summer. (Es liegt der heisse sommer)—High in G (D to G) Low in E (B to E) .50

Like Stars in Heaven.
Love Song—Medium in F (G to F) .40

Love's Way—Medium in D (D to F) .60
Song of the Cup. Drinking Song—Low in D (A to D) .60
Spring Greeting—Waltz Song with Violin ad lib.—High in A (E to A) $1.00
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